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In this paper we make some remarks on the recent papers of Seibt [4] and 
Singh [6] on maximally differential prime ideals. Let A be a Noetherian 
local ring containing a field k of characteristic zero and let P be a prime 
ideal of A. Our main remarks concern the relationship between the 
conditions “P is maximally differential” and “P is maximally differential” 
(cf. [6, Remark (2.1 l)]). Theorem 2.2 provides a partial nswer to the 
question whether these two conditions are equivalent. The contents ofthis 
theorem can be described as follows: 
First, itis shown that if Der(A) = Der(A)a (see Section 1 for notation), 
then the condition “P is maximally differential” imp ies the condition “P is 
maximally differential” (part (2) of the theorem with k = C!!). Note that he 
condition Der,(A) = Der,(A)A^ issatisfied f fin,,, is finitely generated asan 
A-module, which is the case, for example, ifA is a localization of a afftne 
algebra over k. 
Next, assume that k is a coefficient field of A and that A is a G-ring. 
Suppose P is maximally differential ouer k, i.e., maximally @-differential for 
a set @ of k-derivations of A. Then it is shown that if Der,(A) = Der,(A)& 
then the condition “P is maximally differential over k” is equivalent to a
condition on P which does not involve the completion of A (parts (2) and (3) 
of the theorem). This equivalent condition is 
rank,,, im(pk(P) 2 Der,(A/P)) 2 dim A/P, 
where ip,(P) is the set of k-derivations of A leaving P stable and I is the 
natural map. Under more restrictive assumptions on A this condition is
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1. NOTATION 
We use the notation andterminology of [6, Sect. I]. Let us recall some of 
it and fix some additional notation as follows: 
Let A be a Noetherian local ring containing a field k of characteristic 
zero. Let m be the maximal ideal of A. Denote by Der,(A) the set of all k- 
derivations of A. Let P be an ideal of A. Recall that Y(P) = {d E Der(A) 1 
d(P) cP). Write Yk(P) =Y(P) 1’7 Der,(A). Let tk(P): Yk(P) + Der,(A/P) be 
the natural map and let &JP) = im fk(P). 
Recall that P is said to be maximally differential if t is maximally g-
differential for a subset g of Der(A). We shall say that P is maximally 
differential over k if P is maximally differential for asubset G2of Der,(A). 
Note that P is maximally differential over k if and only if it is maximally 
Yk(P)-differential. 
If 9 is a subset ofDer,(A) wedenote byYA the A-submodule of Der,(A) 
generated by 5? = (d ( d E L }, where d^ is the unique xtension of d to a 
derivation of A.
If N is a module over an integral domain B, then by rank, N we mean the 
K-rank of K OB N, where K is the quotient field ofB. 
Finally, recall that (the Noetherian local ring) A is said to be a G-ring if 
the tibres ofthe natural morphism Spec A --) Spec A are geometrically regular 
(cf. [3, (33X)]). 
2. REMARKS 
2.1. LEMMA. Suppose Der,(A) = Der,(A)a. Then 5$(P) =Yk(P>a. 
ProoJ It is enough to prove that Yk(P) cYJP>a. Let x, ,..., x, be a set 
of generators of P.For 0 < s < r, put 
@‘s = {d E Der,(A) ] d(xi) E P for 1< i < s}. 
These are A-submodules of Der,(A) and we have g,, = Der,(A), Qr= Yk(P). 
We prove, byinduction on s, 0 < s < r, that Yk(P) c ~9~ A. For s = 0 this is 
clear from the assumption. Lets > 0 and suppose 4yk(P) c G?- ,A. Let 
6 E 2$(P). Write 6= ,JJy=, aidi with di E gs- i , ai E A. Put a, = d,(x,) and 
let h: A” -+ A/P be the A-homomorphism defined by h(b, ,..., b,)= XI=, bidi, 
where “bar” is used to denote image modulo P. Let K = ker h. Then we have 
an exact sequence 
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Since &I-j) c li, (a r,..., a,)EI?. Therefore, since I?= KA, we can write 
with (cj, ,..., cj,)EK, /Ij E A. Put d,! = C;= r Cjidi. Then 6 = CJ’!! 1 PjCij - NOW, 
dj’ E gs-, .Moreover, since (cj, ,..., cj ) E K, dj’(x,) E P. Thus C$ E a, for 
every j, and the lemma is proved. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let P be a prime ideal of A. Consider the following five 
conditions : 
(i) P is maximally dtrerential over k. 
(ii) P is maximally dtflerential over k. 
(iii) P is maximally 9k(P)a-dtyerential. 
(iv) rank,,,&(P) > dim A/P. 
(v) tk(P) is surjective. 
(1) We have 
(iii) z- (ii) and (iii) * (iv). 
(2) [f Der,(A) = Der,(A)a, then 
(iii) 0 (ii) 3 (i). 
(3) Suppose k is a coeflcient field of A. If A is a G-ring or if P is a 
prime ideal, then 
((i) and (iv)) =F- (iii) =z- (iv). 
(4) If A is the localization of a aflne algebra over k at a k-rational 
maximal ideal, then 
(iii) * (ii) * (i) * ((ii), (iii), (iv), (v) are equivalent). 
ProoJ: (1) (iii) =z- (ii) Trivial. 
(iii) =z- (iv) Let n = dim A/P. By [6, Theorem (2.1)] there xist 
x1 ,..., x, E m and d, ,..., d, Egk(P) such that he matrix (di(Xj)) is the nX n 
identity matrix. It is clear that tk(P) (d,),..., tk(P)(d,) arelinearly independent 
over A/P. 
(2) The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is immediate from Lemma 2.1. 
(ii) + (i) Suppose P is not maximally differential over k.Then there 
exists a proper ideal Q of A properly containing P such that Q is Yk(P)- 
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differential. Clearly, $ is then aproper ideal of A properly containing p and 
$ is Yk(P)Al-differential. Now, 5$(P)a = Yk(P) by Lemma 2.1. It follows 
that P is not maximally differential over k. 
(3) In view of (I), we have only to show that (i) and (iv) together 
imply (iii). So, assume (i) and (iv). IfA is a G-ring, then A/P is regular by
[ 1, corollary toTheorem I], so that a/P is regular. Therefore w may 
assume, in any case, that j is a prime ideal. Put Y = PA(P). Suppose P is 
not maximally PA-differential. Then p is not maximally $-differential. 
Therefore there xists a proper ideal Q of A^ properly containing P such that 
Q is maximally $-differential. By [5, Theorem I] Q is a prime ideal. Since 
Qn A is Y-differential and P is maximally Y-differential, we have 
QnA = P. Let n = dimA^/Q. By [6, Theorem (2.1)). there exist 
x, ,***1 x, E m and d, ,..., d, E Y such that lit = Q + CJ=, axi and the matrix 
(di(xj)) is the n x n identity matrix. Choose y; ,...,y; E Q such that heir 
images modulo P form a minimal set of generators of Q/P. Then 
Q=P+C;=,a ! y,and tit = P + XI=, ay; + J$, Ax,,. Choose ~1~ E m such 
that yi -y; E lit* for every i, 1 ,< i < r. Then m = P + CT-, Ay, + C; , Axj 
by the faithful flatness ofa over A. Now, since p is a prime ideal, 
rank,,, ~7> dim a/@ > dim A/Q = n, where R =. 4$(P). Therefore, putting 
t = tk(P), there xists d’E Y such that 
t(d’) 6?c (A/P) t(di). 
i-l 
(*I 
Put d = d’ - C;=, d’(xi) di. Then d E 5“ and d(x,i) = 0 for 1 <j < n. We 
claim that d(yi) 6Z P for some i, 1 < i < r. For, suppose d(yi) E P for every i. 
Then t(d)(y,) = 0 = t(d)(2j) for1 < i < r, 1 <j < n, where we use the “bar” 
to denote image modulo P. Therefore, since d1 k = 0, we get f(d) = 0. This 
contradicts (*)and proves our claim. Since P = Q f7 A, we have d(y,) 6? Q 
for some i, 1 < i < r. Now, let B denote the subring k[[x, ..., x,]] of A. Then 
B maps isomorphically ontoa/Q under the natural map 2 + A/Q. It follows 
that tit* c CJ=, li?v,’ + B + I;. Therefore yi-y,! = C,[-, aiiy,; + bi +pi with 
aij E lit, bi E B, pi E @, 1 < i < r. We get yi = C,&, ciiy; + bi +pi with 
cii = dii + aii. Therefore, since a(bi) = 0 and d(p) c P, we get 
d(yi) = i cijli(yj) (modulo Q) 
j=I 
for every i, 1 < i ,< r. Since the matrix (cij) isinvertible, we get 
Q + k ad&) = Q + i A^d(yf). 
i=1 i=l 
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Therefore, since d(yJ e Q for some i, we have d(y{) & Q for some i, 
1 < i < r. This is a contradiction, since y ! E Q and d(Q) c Q. 
(4) Under the assumptions made on A, k is a coefficient f ldofA and 
we have Der,(A) = Der,(A)a. Therefore, in view of (2) and (3) it is enough 
to prove that if (i) holds, then (iii) * (v) 3 (iv). So, assume that P is 
maximally differential over k. 
(iii) * (v) Let n = dim A/P. By [6, Theorem (2.1)] there xist 
x, ,..., x, E m and d, ,..., d, E L&(P) such that lit = P + CJ=, Axj and the 
matrix (di(xj)) is the nx it identity matrix. By the faithful flatness of A over 
A, we have m = P + CT= 1 Axj. Therefore A/P is regular nd the natural 
images of x, ,..., x, form a regular system of parameters of A/P. Now, it 
follows from [2, Chap. II, Proposition (8.7) and Theorem (8.8)] that 
Der,(A/P) isa free A/P-module with t(d,),..., t(d,)as a basis, where 
t = tk(P). Therefore 1 issurjective. 
(v) Z= (iv) Since P is maximally differential, A/P isregular by [ 1, 
corollary to Theorem 11. Therefore it follows from 12, Chap. II, Theorem 
(8.8)] that rank,,, Der,(A/P) = dim A/P. 
2.3. Remark. The condition Der,(A) = Der,(A)a issatisfied wh never 
fi,,, isfinitely generated as an A-module, which is the case, for example, if A
is a localization of an affine algebra over k. 
2.4. Remark. As pointed out in [6, Remark (2.9)] the statement of (4, 
Theorem (1.2)], namely, that “if A is a G-ring, then amaximally differential 
prime ideal ofA is permissible” remains unproved ingeneral.’ However, ifA
is a G-ring, k is a coefficient field ofA, P is maximally differential over k
and rank a,pMk(P) > dim A/P, then P is permissible. This follows from the 
above theorem and [6, Corollary (2.8)]. 
In the following twoexamples k is a field ofcharacteristic zero and 
X, Y, T are indeterminates. 
2.5. EXAMPLE. Let A be the localization of k[X, Y] at the maximal ideal 
generated by X and Y. Let d be the k-derivation of A defined by d(X) = 1, 
d(Y) = 1 + Y and let g = Ad. Then, as proved in [6, Example (2.10)], the
ideal 0 of A is maximally g-differential. However, the ideal 0 of A is not 
maximally gA-differential. For, letf= ex - Y - 1 E k[ [X, Y]] = a. Since 
&J) =Jaf is a nonzero &-differential pr meideal ofA. 
This example shows that he implication 
P maximally G9-dSfferentia1 =s p maximally gA-differential, 
‘Added in proof: This tatement hassince been proved. See B. Singh, “Permissibility of a 
maximally differential pr meideal,” J. Algebra 82 (1983), 340-341. 
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which is stronger than the (unknown) implications (i) * (ii) and (i) =j (iii) of 
Theorem 2.2 does not hold in general. 
2.6. EXAMPLE (cf. [5, Example 1, p. 3 11). Let R be either the power 
series ring k[ [ T, X, Y]] or the localization of k[T, X, Y] at the maximal ideal 
generated by T, X, Y. Let A = RIRJ where f= Y* - TX’, and let , x, y be 
the natural images of T, X, Y, respectively n A. Let P = Ax + Ay. Then P is 
a permissible prime ideal of A with dim A/P = 1. We claim that 
rank,,,Ak(P) = 1 but tk(P) is not surjective. To see this note that given 
a, b, c E A there exists a k-derivation d of A with a= d(t), b = d(x), c = d(y) 
if and only if 2cy = 2bxt +ax2. Taking a = t, b = 0, c = y/2 we see that 
rank,,,Ak(P) = 1.Now, let Z= Ay + Axt. Then the inverse image of Z in R 
is RY + RXT. It follows that x2 @ I. Therefore th re does not exist a k- 
derivation d of A with d(t) aunit. Thus tk(P) is not surjective. 
This example shows that he implication ( v)* (v) of Theorem 2.2 does 
not hold without assumption (i). 
2.7. Remark. Example 2.6 shows also that a permissible prime ideal 
need not be maximally differential (cf. (6,Introduction]). 
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